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System Variants

Convince yourself!

DER BLAUE „Tub“

RRP. net

85€

33€

DER BLAUE –
Complete System:
without battery
RRP. net

169€

Tub, pump with 10/l min. pumping capacity, 3m
hose incl. mounting clip, power supply unit and
carrying bag. WITHOUT - BATTERY
Art.Nr.:

You can also find the video on:
www.DERBLAUE.com

Single-Splash-Guard

RRP. net

Tub with integrated bending metal elements and
soft, supple sealing lip.
10 liter capacity.
Size: 34cm x 34cm x 12,5cm
Art.Nr.:

Scan here for the
50sec. clip!
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DER BLAUE –
Complete System:
with battery
RRP. net

269€
The complete set for working perfectly with battery
or mains power.
Tub, pump with 10/l min. pump capacity, 3m hose
incl. mounting clip, power supply unit and carrying
bag. WITH battery 6.000 mAh for approx. 1.500
liters pumping capacity.
Art.Nr.:

fast - clean - easy

For perfect handling when working with pipes. It
features a 22mm hole with a mushroom-head velcro fastener and bending metal elements.
Size: 25cm x 25cm
Art.Nr.:

Double-Splash-Guard
RRP. net

33€
For perfect handling when working with pipes. It
features two 15mm holes with a mushroom-head
velcro fastener and bending metal elements.
Size: 25cm x 25cm
Art.Nr.:

Slide
RRP. net

44€
Slide for the optimal conduction of liquids. With the
help of the integrated magnets and eyelets, the slide can be positioned anywhere and remains stable
due to the bending metal elements.
Size: 50cm x 30/20cm
Art.Nr.:

The most versatile system
for collecting water quickly,
cleanly and easily in any
location

Features

Practical Examples

7 reasons why DER BLAUE
is so unique!
all-round flexible sealing lip directs
✓ The
water splashes into the collection tub in
a safe and clean way.

to the built-in flexible and deformable
✓ Due
metal elements, the tub is flexibly adjustable
Due to the built-in flexible and deformable
metal elements the collection tub can be adjusted
optimally, it remains stable in shape and stands
securely in all imaginable fitting positions.

fast

Drain radiators, heating circuits and entire heating systems.

and fits just about any given locality, around
pipes, valves and all kinds of irregular wall
patterns.
the collection tub has been fitted, it
✓ Once
remains stable in shape and stands securely.
It can be adapted to all imaginable fitting
positions time and again remaining flexible.

to 1.500 liters of water can be drained
✓ Up
away in one go / with one battery charge.

The extremely soft and adaptable sealing lip
allows for individual adjustment to the current
subsurface and facilitates clean, efficient and
professional work.

solutions with wet vacuum clea✓ Improvised
ners, cut-off buckets or Tetra Packs, are a

easy

Replace pumps, valves and expansion tanks.

thing of the past with DER BLAUE.
spaciousness as well as the excellent
✓ The
formability make DER BLAUE the ideal
choice in all circumstances.
low or narrow, whether square or
✓ Whether
round – DER BLAUE remains the best choice.

The submersible pump fits perfectly in the corresponding strap, and can either run with mains power or
with a rechargeable battery. Temperatures of up to
60 °C are possible as well as fluids containing glycol.
Extraction is possible down to a 5 mm level.

clean

Carry out customer service on boilers, thermes and heating devices.

These are just a few examples why DER BLAUE is the best
integrated system solution in
order to collect water perfectly.

